Introduction
============

Most people are, at some point during their life, exposed to psychological trauma or stressful life events such as the death of a loved one, a diagnosis of life threatening illness, natural disasters, or violence.[@ref1] [@ref2] Accumulating evidence suggests that such adversities might lead to an increased risk of several major diseases (including cardiovascular morbidity, injury, infection, and certain autoimmune diseases but not cancer) and mortality,[@ref3] [@ref4] [@ref5] [@ref6] [@ref7] [@ref8] [@ref9] [@ref10] with the largest risk elevations usually noted among people who develop psychiatric disorders as a result of their trauma.[@ref11] [@ref12] [@ref13]

Stress related disorders are a group of psychiatric disorders for which one of the diagnostic criteria is the presence of a preceding stressful life event. Depending on the type of stressor, the reported symptoms, and their duration, such disorders are mainly categorised as acute stress reaction, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and adjustment disorder.[@ref14] The presence of a life threatening traumatic event is a prerequisite for the former two disorders, whereas adjustment disorder generally refers to physical or psychological distress ("adjustment syndromes"[@ref15]) triggered by an identifiable and significant life change. PTSD is the most severe and widely studied form of stress related disorder, characterised by re-experiencing, avoidance, negative cognitions and mood, and hyperarousal following the traumatic event.[@ref16] We summarised the existing evidence on PTSD and cardiovascular consequences from 11 prospective cohort investigations (see supplementary table A), all of which suggested an elevated incidence of cardiovascular diseases among people with PTSD. However, owing to sample size restrictions of previous studies, the evidence for the role of PTSD in specific types of cardiovascular disease is still limited. Furthermore, the potential role of other stress related disorders---acute stress reaction, adjustment disorder, and other stress reactions---in the development of cardiovascular disease remains largely unexplored. Finally, cardiovascular diseases tend to have a genetic predisposition, as well as risk factors related to lifestyle and comorbidities that may cluster within families and exert an as yet unknown influence on the association between stress related disorders and cardiovascular disease.[@ref17] [@ref18] [@ref19]

Taking advantage of the nationwide population and health registers in Sweden, which provide virtually complete information on all medical diagnoses and family links, we did a population based sibling analysis and a matched cohort study to elucidate the role of stress related disorders in the development of cardiovascular disease while controlling for familial confounders, history of psychiatric and somatic conditions, and psychiatric comorbidities.

Methods
=======

Study design
------------

The Swedish personal identification number uniquely assigned to all residents in Sweden at birth or immigration enables data linkage across several nationwide registers in Sweden.[@ref20] We first identified an exposed cohort of all people born in Sweden who received their first diagnosis of a stress related disorder between 1 January 1987 and 31 December 2013 (n=156 537; [fig 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) from the Swedish National Patient Register. The National Patient Register has nationwide information on inpatient care since 1987 and on hospital based outpatient specialist care since 2001 (with initial coverage of \>80%). We excluded patients who received a diagnosis before age 5 (n=139),[@ref21] had a history of any cardiovascular disease before the diagnosis of a stress related disorder (n=15 899), or had conflicting information (died or emigrated before the diagnosis of a stress related disorder; n=24). To enable the complete familial links from the Swedish Multi-Generation Register that includes largely complete familial information for people born in Sweden from 1932 onward, we excluded 3838 people born before 1932, leaving 136 637 patients in the analysis. We considered patients with stress related disorders to be exposed from the date of their diagnosis.

![Study design. CVD=cardiovascular disease. \*4332 families had more than one identified case of stress related disorder](sonh047517.f1){#f1}

### Sibling cohort

To control for the familial components,[@ref22] we identified 106 180 clusters of full siblings discordant for stress related disorders with a total of 171 314 unaffected full siblings who were alive and free of stress related disorders and cardiovascular disease at the diagnosis date of the affected sibling, through the Multi-Generation Register. We used the date of diagnosis of the affected sibling as the index date for both siblings.

### Population matched cohort

We compared the patients with stress related disorders with the general population in a matched cohort. For each exposed patient, we randomly selected 10 people from the Total Population Register who were free of stress related disorders and cardiovascular disease at the diagnosis date of the index patient. Exposed patients and unexposed people were individually matched by birth year and sex. We used the date of diagnosis as the index date for both exposed patients and the matched individuals.

### Follow-up

Follow-up of all study participants was from the index date until the first primary diagnosis of cardiovascular disease (any or specific subtype), death, emigration, or the end of follow-up (31 December 2013), whichever occurred first. The follow-up time for the unaffected full siblings or matched unexposed people was additionally censored at the time of their first diagnosis of stress related disorder, if any, during the follow-up.

### Definition of stress related disorders

We defined stress related disorders as any first outpatient or inpatient visit with the main diagnosis of the 9th or 10th Swedish revisions of the international classification of diseases (ICD) codes 308 or 309 (ICD-9) or F43 (ICD-10), according to the National Patient Register. We further divided stress related disorders into PTSD (ICD-9: 309B; ICD-10: F43.1), acute stress reaction (ICD-9: 308, 309A; ICD-10: F43.0), and adjustment disorder and other stress reactions (ICD-9: 309X; ICD-10: F43.8, F43.9). Because PTSD may initially be preceded by acute stress reaction or other stress related disorders,[@ref23] we considered all patients who received a diagnosis of PTSD within one year after their first stress related disorder diagnosis to be PTSD patients.

### Definition of cardiovascular diseases

We defined an incident cardiovascular disease event (any; specific subtypes including ischaemic heart disease, cerebrovascular disease, emboli/thrombosis, hypertensive disease, heart failure, and arrhythmia/conduction disorder; or individual events) as an outpatient or inpatient visit (according to the National Patient Register) with a main diagnosis of cardiovascular disease or as a death (according to the Cause of Death Register) with cardiovascular disease as the underlying cause, using corresponding ICD codes (see supplementary table B). We defined a fatal cardiovascular disease as death within 30 days after an incident cardiovascular disease event.[@ref24]

### Covariates

Stress related disorders show substantial comorbidity with other psychiatric disorders, such as mood and anxiety disorders.[@ref25] We therefore defined other psychiatric disorders as "history of other psychiatric disorders" if the first diagnosis was made more than three months before the diagnosis of a stress related disorder. We defined other psychiatric disorders that had a first diagnosis made within three months before and one year after the diagnosis of a stress related disorder as "psychiatric comorbidity." Diagnoses of other psychiatric disorders also came from the National Patient Register (ICD-8: 290-319 except 307, 308.4; ICD-9: 290-319 except 308, 309; and ICD-10: F10-F99 except F43).

We retrieved information about educational level, family income, and marital status from the Longitudinal Integration Database for Health Insurance and Labor Market. History of severe somatic diseases, including chronic pulmonary disease, connective tissue disease, diabetes, renal diseases, liver diseases, ulcer diseases, and HIV infection/AIDS, which are considered to contribute to survival time,[@ref26] were collected on the basis of the National Patient Register (ICD codes listed in supplementary table B). We defined family history of cardiovascular disease as any cardiovascular event among any first degree relatives (that is, biological parents and full siblings) of the participants according to the National Patient Register and the Cause of Death Register. In all analyses, we used the most recent information before the index date for each covariate, except for psychiatric comorbidity (as defined above).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

We first visualised the time dependent associations of stress related disorders with the risk of cardiovascular disease by using flexible parametric survival models.[@ref27] Because of the greatly increased risk of cardiovascular disease during the time period immediately after the diagnosis of stress related disorders, compared with thereafter, we assessed the associations separately during the first year after a diagnosis of stress related disorder and beyond this one year period (\<1 or ≥1 year of follow-up), using hazard ratios with 95% confidence intervals derived from conditional Cox regression models. We used time since the index date as the underlying time scale.

In the sibling cohort, we stratified all analyses by family identifiers and partially (in simply adjusted models) or fully (in fully adjusted models) adjusted for multiple potential confounders, including age at index date, sex, educational level (\<9 years, 9-12 years, \>12 years, or unknown), family income (top 20%, middle, lowest 20%, or unknown), marital status (single, married/cohabiting, or divorced/widowed), history of severe somatic diseases (yes or no), and history of psychiatric disorders (yes or no). We considered all stress related disorders as one group and also did separate analyses for PTSD, acute stress reaction, and adjustment disorder and other stress reactions. In subgroup analyses, we calculated the hazard ratios by sex (male or female), age at index date (by thirds: ≤28, 29-42, or ≥43 years), attained age (age during follow-up: \<50 or ≥50 years), calendar year at index date (1987-96, 1997-2006, or 2007-13), follow-up period (\<1 year, 1-4 years, 5-9 years, or ≥10 years), family history of cardiovascular disease (yes or no), history of severe somatic diseases (yes or no), and history of other psychiatric disorders (yes or no).

In addition to any cardiovascular disease, we examined the hazard ratios for seven major categories (including fatal cardiovascular diseases) and 16 individual diagnoses of cardiovascular disease. We further analysed certain acute cardiovascular events (cardiac arrest, acute myocardial infarction, and acute cerebrovascular disease) as a hypothesised group of immediate cardiac consequences triggered by a stress related disorder, and therefore with more specific time intervals during the first year of follow-up (\<1 month, 1-5 months, 6-11 months, 1-4 years, 5-9 years, and ≥10 years).

To study the potential role of psychiatric comorbidity in the studied associations, we did further subgroup analyses by the presence of psychiatric comorbidity. Within one year after the diagnosis of a stress related disorder, we considered psychiatric comorbidity as a time varying variable (that is, the status of psychiatric comorbidity changed from "no" to "yes" at the date of diagnosis of the psychiatric comorbidity).

We did similar analyses in the population matched cohort, in which we used Cox regression models stratified by matching identifiers (birth year and sex) and adjusted for all above mentioned covariates and family history of cardiovascular disease (yes/no). Additionally, to examine the robustness of the observed estimates to the definition of history of psychiatric disorders, we re-ran the analyses by using a six month, instead of three month, threshold before the diagnosis of a stress related disorder, to distinguish "history of psychiatric disorders" from "psychiatric comorbidity." We used SAS statistical software, version 9.4 and Stata 15 for all analyses.

Patient and public involvement
------------------------------

No patients were involved in setting the research question or the outcome measures, nor were they involved in developing plans for design or implementation of the study. A patient was invited to contribute to the review process of the study, and we are grateful for his input on the readability and accuracy of this document. There are no plans to directly disseminate the results of the research to study participants or the relevant patient community. The dissemination to the Swedish population (which constitutes the study population) will be achieved through media outreach (for example, press release and communication) on publication of this study.

Results
=======

The median follow-up time was 6.2, 6.9, and 6.5 years for exposed patients, unaffected full siblings, and matched unexposed people, respectively, accumulating 2 268 901 person years at risk in the sibling cohort and 12 001 887 person years in the population matched cohort ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Median age at index date was 36 years. Most (63%) people exposed to stress related disorders were women, whereas the unaffected siblings had an equal sex distribution. Having a history of other psychiatric disorders was more common among exposed patients in both cohorts (34-35%) than among the unaffected siblings (12%), as well as among the matched unexposed individuals (8%). In addition, patients with stress related disorders tended to have a higher burden of somatic diseases at the index date and a lower family income level, and to be more likely to be divorced or widowed, compared with their unaffected siblings or matched unexposed people.

###### 

Characteristics of study cohorts. Values are numbers (percentages) unless stated otherwise

  Characteristics                                                        Sibling cohort                                                                                  Population matched cohort                    
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------------------------
  Median (IQR) age at index date, years                                  36 (25-46)                                      36 (25-47)                                                                  35 (24-46)       35 (24-46)
  Median (IQR) follow-up time, years                                     6.2 (2.8-10.3)                                  6.9 (3.3-11.6)                                                              6.2 (2.8-10.4)   6.5 (3.0-10.8)
  Male sex                                                               39 821 (37.50)                                  86 751 (50.64)                                                              51 251 (37.51)   512 510 (37.51)
  Educational level:                                                                                                                                                                                                  
   \<9 years                                                             3780 (3.56)                                     9270 (5.41)                                                                 5207 (3.81)      45 425 (3.32)
   9-12 years                                                            75 863 (71.45)                                  118 617 (69.24)                                                             98 295 (71.94)   891 626 (65.26)
   \>12 years                                                            24 771 (23.33)                                  38 467 (22.45)                                                              30 570 (22.37)   402 935 (29.49)
   Unknown                                                               1766 (1.66)                                     4960 (2.90)                                                                 2565 (1.88)      26 384 (1.93)
  Yearly family income level:                                                                                                                                                                                         
   Lowest 20%                                                            24 351 (22.93)                                  32 905 (19.21)                                                              31 919 (23.36)   239 434 (17.52)
   Middle                                                                58 081 (54.70)                                  87 383 (51.01)                                                              73 752 (53.98)   751 115 (54.97)
   Top 20%                                                               13 014 (12.26)                                  25 854 (15.09)                                                              16 422 (12.02)   226 400 (16.57)
   Unknown                                                               10 734 (10.11)                                  25 172 (14.69)                                                              14 544 (10.64)   149 421 (10.94)
  Marital status,:                                                                                                                                                                                                    
   Single                                                                62 369 (58.74)                                  98 676 (57.60)                                                              80 714 (59.07)   809 763 (59.26)
   Married or cohabiting                                                 30 435 (28.66)                                  58 005 (33.86)                                                              38 545 (28.21)   461 819 (33.80)
   Divorced or widowed                                                   13 376 (12.60)                                  14 633 (8.54)                                                               17 378 (12.72)   94 788 (6.94)
  History of severe somatic diseases[\*](#t1n1){ref-type="table-fn"}     18 929 (17.83)                                  24 180 (14.11)                                                              25 133 (18.39)   168 825 (12.36)
  History of other psychiatric disorder[†](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}   36 559 (34.43)                                  21 117 (12.33)                                                              47 962 (35.10)   106 160 (7.77)
  Family history of cardiovascular disease                               51 969 (48.94)[‡](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}   84 257 (49.18)[‡](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                               64 448 (47.17)   604 782 (44.26)
  Type of stress related disorder:                                                                                                                                                                                    
   Post-traumatic stress disorder                                        8660 (8.16)                                     \-                                                                          11 162 (8.17)    \-
   Acute stress reaction                                                 48 804 (45.96)                                  \-                                                                          63 058 (46.15)   \-
   Adjustment disorder and other stress reactions                        48 716 (45.88)                                  \-                                                                          62 417 (45.68)   \-
  Psychiatric comorbidity[§](#t1n4){ref-type="table-fn"}                 18 893 (17.79)                                  2811 (1.64)[¶](#t1n5){ref-type="table-fn"}                                  24 169 (17.69)   12 963 (0.95)[¶](#t1n5){ref-type="table-fn"}

IQR=interquartile range.

Includes chronic pulmonary disease, connective tissue disease, diabetes, renal diseases, liver diseases, ulcer diseases, and HIV infection/AIDS.

First diagnosis of a psychiatric disorder, other than stress related disorders, occurred \>3 months before index date.

Marginal difference between exposed and unexposed sibling group is due to different number of siblings for exposed patients. Within each family, family history of cardiovascular disease is always the same.

New onset psychiatric disorder, other than stress related disorders, that was diagnosed between 3 months before and 1 year after diagnosis of studied stress related disorder.

For unaffected full siblings and matched unexposed individuals, number and percentage of individuals who had diagnosis of other psychiatric disorder between 3 months and 1 one year after index date.

Using flexible parametric models, we observed a peak of cardiovascular disease risk immediately after diagnosis of a stress related disorder, followed by a rapid decline within the first six months (supplementary figure A). After one year, the magnitude of the hazard ratios tended to be constant (around 1.3 for both sibling based and population based comparisons). During up to 27 years of follow-up, the crude incidence rate of any cardiovascular disease was 10.5, 8.4, and 6.9 per 1000 person years

Within the first year of follow-up, 1617 people in the sibling cohort had a cardiovascular event ([table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, left side). The incidence rate among the exposed patients was almost twice that of their full siblings (crude: 8.1 *v* 4.9/1000 person years; age standardised: 8.7 *v* 4.5/1000 person years). With a total number of 18 522 cardiovascular events identified beyond one year of follow-up, the corresponding incidence rates were 10.3 *v* 8.9/1000 person years (age standardised: 6.0 *v* 4.5/1000 person years) for exposed patients and their full siblings. When we added history of other psychiatric disorders and history of severe somatic diseases to the Cox models, the obtained hazard ratios decreased from 1.77 (95% confidence interval 1.58 to 1.98) to 1.64 (1.45 to 1.84) for a less than one year period and from 1.39 (1.34 to 1.44) to 1.29 (1.24 to 1.34) for one year or longer. The main attenuation of hazard ratios occurred after additional adjustment for history of other psychiatric disorders. We obtained similar findings when comparing exposed patients with matched unexposed people ([table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, right side), with seemingly larger attenuation of hazard ratios after full adjustment for multiple risk factors, compared with the sibling analysis. Furthermore, although the largest point estimates were observed for PTSD, the subgroup analyses showed comparable hazard ratios for other types of stress related disorders (supplementary tables C-E).

###### 

Crude incidence rates and hazard ratios with 95% confidence intervals for cardiovascular diseases among patients with any stress related disorder, compared with their full siblings or matched unexposed individuals, by time of follow-up (\<1 or ≥1 year)

  Model information                                                                      Sibling cohort                                     Population matched cohort                                
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------------------- --------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------
  **\<1 year of follow-up**                                                                                                                                                                          
  Controlled for sex, birth year, educational level, family income, and marital status   811 (8.06)/806 (4.92)        1.77 (1.58 to 1.98)                               1094 (8.45)/5624 (4.32)      1.92 (1.80 to 2.05)
  As above + history of other psychiatric disorder                                       1.65 (1.47 to 1.86)                                1.74 (1.62 to 1.86)                                      
  As above + history of severe somatic diseases                                          1.64 (1.45 to 1.84)                                1.72 (1.60 to 1.84)                                      
  As above + family history of cardiovascular disease                                    \-                                                 1.71 (1.59 to 1.83)                                      
  **≥1 year of follow-up**                                                                                                                                                                           
  Controlled for sex, birth year, educational level, family income, and marital status   7246 (10.30)/11 276 (8.87)   1.39 (1.34 to 1.44)                               9827 (10.81)/69 483 (7.26)   1.52 (1.49 to 1.56)
  As above + history of other psychiatric disorder                                       1.30 (1.25 to 1.34)                                1.39 (1.36 to 1.42)                                      
  As above + history of severe somatic diseases                                          1.29 (1.24 to 1.34)                                1.37 (1.33 to 1.40)                                      
  As above + family history of cardiovascular disease                                    \-                                                 1.36 (1.33 to 1.39)                                      

Per 1000 person years.

Derived from Cox regression models, stratified by family identifier (for sibling based comparison) or matching identifier (birth year and sex, for population based comparison) and adjusted for covariates listed in model information column. Time since index date was used as underlying time scale.

We observed similar associations across sex, calendar period, history of severe somatic diseases, history of psychiatric disorders, and family history of cardiovascular disease ([table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and supplementary table F) but stronger associations among people with younger age at index date (sibling analysis: hazard ratio 1.52 (1.35 to 1.71), 1.26 (1.17 to 1.36), and 1.30 (1.24 to 1.37) for age ≤28, 29-41, and ≥42 years, respectively; P for interaction=0.010). Additionally, we observed a stronger association between stress related disorders and early onset cardiovascular diseases (sibling analysis: hazard ratio 1.40 (1.32 to 1.49) for attained age \<50 years) than later onset ones (1.24 (1.18 to 1.30) for attained age ≥50 years) (P for difference=0.002).

###### 

Hazard ratios with 95% confidence intervals for cardiovascular diseases among patients with stress related disorders, compared with their full siblings or matched unexposed individuals, by different characteristics

  Characteristics                                                                Sibling cohort[\*](#t3n1){ref-type="table-fn"}                         Population matched cohort[†](#t3n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                              
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------ --------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- -- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  Overall                                                                        1.32 (1.27 to 1.36)                              1.48 (1.28 to 1.72)   1.33 (1.26 to 1.40)                                        1.27 (1.20 to 1.33)      1.39 (1.36 to 1.42)   1.38 (1.27 to 1.50)   1.41 (1.37 to 1.46)   1.37 (1.32 to 1.41)
  By sex:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
   Male                                                                          1.37 (1.28 to 1.46)                              1.83 (1.36 to 2.48)   1.33 (1.21 to 1.46)                                        1.33 (1.20 to 1.48)      1.38 (1.34 to 1.42)   1.38 (1.21 to 1.58)   1.41 (1.35 to 1.48)   1.34 (1.28 to 1.41)
   Female                                                                        1.24 (1.16 to 1.32)                              1.40 (1.09 to 1.80)   1.26 (1.14 to 1.38)                                        1.19 (1.09 to 1.31)      1.40 (1.36 to 1.44)   1.38 (1.23 to 1.55)   1.40 (1.35 to 1.47)   1.39 (1.33 to 1.45)
  By age at index date (thirds), years:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
   ≤28                                                                           1.52 (1.35 to 1.71)                              1.33 (0.88 to 2.02)   1.53 (1.28 to 1.82)                                        1.52 (1.26 to 1.83)      1.70 (1.59 to 1.81)   1.92 (1.53 to 2.41)   1.69 (1.54 to 1.85)   1.66 (1.51 to 1.84)
   29-42                                                                         1.26 (1.17 to 1.36)                              1.49 (1.06 to 2.10)   1.30 (1.16 to 1.45)                                        1.17 (1.04 to 1.32)      1.46 (1.40 to 1.52)   1.58 (1.34 to 1.87)   1.50 (1.41 to 1.60)   1.43 (1.33 to 1.53)
   ≥43                                                                           1.30 (1.24 to 1.37)                              1.44 (1.16 to 1.79)   1.31 (1.22 to 1.41)                                        1.27 (1.18 to 1.36)      1.31 (1.27 to 1.34)   1.20 (1.07 to 1.34)   1.33 (1.28 to 1.38)   1.30 (1.25 to 1.35)
  By attained age (age during follow-up), years:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
   \<50                                                                          1.40 (1.32 to 1.49)                              1.72 (1.34 to 2.21)   1.44 (1.32 to 1.58)                                        1.31 (1.19 to 1.44)      1.57 (1.52 to 1.63)   1.95 (1.70 to 2.23)   1.57 (1.49 to 1.66)   1.53 (1.45 to 1.61)
   ≥50                                                                           1.24 (1.18 to 1.30)                              1.33 (1.08 to 1.64)   1.24 (1.15 to 1.33)                                        1.22 (1.13 to 1.31)      1.30 (1.26 to 1.33)   1.11 (0.99 to 1.24)   1.33 (1.28 to 1.38)   1.29 (1.24 to 1.34)
  By calendar year at index date:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   1987-96                                                                       1.32 (1.25 to 1.40)                              1.35 (1.10 to 1.65)   1.32 (1.22 to 1.43)                                        1.32 (1.21 to 1.45)      1.43 (1.38 to 1.48)   1.34 (1.18 to 1.51)   1.45 (1.38 to 1.52)   1.42 (1.34 to 1.50)
   1997-2006                                                                     1.30 (1.23 to 1.37)                              1.85 (1.39 to 2.46)   1.34 (1.23 to 1.45)                                        1.21 (1.12 to 1.31)      1.35 (1.30 to 1.39)   1.41 (1.21 to 1.65)   1.37 (1.31 to 1.44)   1.32 (1.26 to 1.38)
   2007-13                                                                       1.34 (1.23 to 1.46)                              1.40 (0.98 to 2.00)   1.33 (1.17 to 1.52)                                        1.31 (1.15 to 1.48)      1.35 (1.30 to 1.39)   1.49 (1.22 to 1.80)   1.39 (1.29 to 1.50)   1.41 (1.31 to 1.52)
  By history of severe somatic diseases[‡](#t3n3){ref-type="table-fn"}:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
   Yes                                                                           1.30 (1.15 to 1.50)                              1.29 (0.66 to 2.50)   1.40 (1.12 to 1.75)                                        1.28(1.02 to 1.61)       1.30(1.21 to 1.40)    1.35(1.03 to 1.77)    1.27(1.15 to 1.41)    1.32(1.19 to 1.46)
   No                                                                            1.33 (1.28 to 1.39)                              1.52 (1.27 to 1.81)   1.32 (1.27 to 1.41)                                        1.26(1.20 to 1.37)       1.42(1.39 to 1.45)    1.48(1.34 to 1.63)    1.45(1.40 to 1.50)    1.37(1.32 to 1.42)
  By previous history of psychiatric disorders[§](#t3n4){ref-type="table-fn"}:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
   Yes                                                                           1.23 (1.07 to 1.40)                              2.16 (1.23 to 4.55)   1.36 (1.12 to 1.65)                                        0.98 (0.80 to 1.20)      1.23 (1.14 to 1.32)   1.35 (1.10 to 1.70)   1.19 (1.07 to 1.32)   1.23 (1.10 to 1.36)
   No                                                                            1.35 (1.30 to 1.41)                              1.42 (1.17 to 1.71)   1.35 (1.27 to 1.44)                                        1.33 (1.24 to 1.42)      1.44 (1.41 to 1.48)   1.52 (1.37 to 1.68)   1.47 (1.41 to 1.52)   1.41 (1.36 to 1.46)
  By family history of CVD among first to degree relatives:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   Yes                                                                           1.32 (1.26 to 1.38)                              1.64 (1.35 to 1.99)   1.33 (1.25 to 1.42)                                        1.26 (1.18 to 1.35)      1.37 (1.33 to 1.41)   1.35 (1.19 to 1.52)   1.37 (1.31 to 1.43)   1.37 (1.31 to 1.43)
   No                                                                            1.31 (1.24 to 1.39)                              1.28 (1.02 to 1.62)   1.33 (1.22 to 1.44)                                        1.18 (1.08 to 1.29)      1.42 (1.37 to 1.47)   1.50 (1.30 to 1.73)   1.47 (1.39 to 1.55)   1.35 (1.28 to 1.43)

CVD=cardiovascular disease; PTSD-post-traumatic stress disorder.

Cox regression models were stratified by family identifiers and adjusted for age at cohort entry, sex, educational level, family income, marital status, history of severe somatic diseases, and history of other psychiatric disorders. Time since index date was used as underlying time scale.

Cox regression models were stratified by matching identifiers (birth year and sex) and adjusted for educational level, family income, marital status, history of severe somatic diseases, family history of CVD, and history of other psychiatric disorders. Time since index date was used as underlying time scale.

Include chronic pulmonary disease, connective tissue disease, diabetes, renal diseases, liver diseases, ulcer diseases, and HIV infection/AIDS.

First diagnosis of psychiatric disorder, other than stress related disorders, occurred \>3 months before index date.

[Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows increased hazard ratios for all studied categories of cardiovascular diseases (including fatal cardiovascular disease events) and for most individual diagnoses of cardiovascular diseases in patients with stress related disorders compared with their unaffected full siblings. The highest hazard ratios were for heart failure (6.95, 1.88 to 25.68), other cerebrovascular disease (5.64, 1.19 to 26.75), conduction disorder (5.00, 1.58 to 15.80), and cardiac arrest (3.37, 1.05 to 10.75) during the first year after the diagnosis of a stress related disorder. Beyond one year, the relative risk elevations were attenuated (hazard ratios ranged from 1.12 (1.04 to 1.21) for arrhythmia to 2.02 (1.45 to 2.82) for artery thrombosis/embolus). Focusing on acute cardiovascular events only, we found a clear time dependent risk pattern for cardiac arrest, indicating a more than fourfold relative risk within the first six months of diagnosis of a stress related disorder (supplementary table G). The temporal risk patterns for acute myocardial infarction and acute cerebrovascular disease were similar but less prominent.

![Relative risks of developing different types of cardiovascular disease among patients with any stress related disorder, compared with their full siblings, by time of follow-up (\<1 or ≥1 year). All Cox models were stratified by family identifiers and adjusted for age at index date, sex, educational level, family income, marital status, history of severe somatic diseases, and history of other psychiatric disorders. Time since the index date was used as underlying time scale](sonh047517.f2){#f2}

The presence of psychiatric comorbidity did not substantially modify the risk elevations for cardiovascular disease after a diagnosis of a stress related disorder, except for fatal cardiovascular events, for which the association was distinctly amplified by the presence of psychiatric comorbidity (supplementary figure B). In addition, we obtained almost identical results in the sensitivity analysis using a more conservative definition of "history of other psychiatric disorders" (supplementary table H).

Discussion
==========

In this nationwide population based and sibling controlled study, we found that people with stress related disorders were at elevated risk of multiple types of cardiovascular disease, especially early onset ones (incident age \<50). The relative risk elevation was independent of sex, familial background (including family history of cardiovascular disease), history of psychiatric/somatic diseases, and psychiatric comorbidity. Furthermore, the relative risks of severe and acute cardiovascular events (for example, cardiac arrest) were highest during the period adjacent to the diagnosis of a stress related disorder, indicating the first six months after diagnosis as a high risk time window. Likewise, the excess relative risks of other studied cardiovascular diseases were more pronounced during the first year after diagnosis of a stress related disorder than thereafter. Notably, although the highest point estimates were consistently noted for PTSD, other stress related disorders also conferred a considerably increased risk of cardiovascular disease.

Strengths and weaknesses of study
---------------------------------

The merits of our study include the population based, sibling controlled design, which provides optimal conditions for relieving important concerns regarding genetic and early life environmental confounders,[@ref22] as well as pre-existing or co-occurring psychiatric disorders. The diagnoses of stress related disorders and cardiovascular disease were obtained prospectively and independently, minimising the risk of information bias. The cross linkages to the Cause of Death and Emigration Registers reduced selection bias due to loss of follow-up. Importantly, by involving more than 100 000 patients with stress related disorders with up to 27 years of follow-up, the large sample size provided sufficient power to do most of the planned subgroup analyses. The availability of demographic, clinical, and family information enabled consideration of a wide range of health and disease related factors in the analysis.

Limitations include, firstly, the absence of information from primary care as well as late inclusion of outpatient specialist care records in the National Patient Register, which might have led to an underestimation of the number of patients with milder forms of stress related disorders or less severe cardiovascular diseases. Secondly, changes in the diagnostic criteria for stress related disorders over the 27 year study period may have influenced the observed associations, although our stratified analyses across different calendar periods suggest a minor effect of such diagnostic instability on the reported associations. Thirdly, as traumatic life experiences may be shared within families, a proportion of the reference (sibling) population may also have had milder or undiagnosed stress related disorders, yielding conservative estimates in the sibling analysis. Fourthly, as other psychiatric disorders both are risk factors for and frequently appear together with stress related disorders, distinguishing co-occurring from pre-existing psychiatric disorders in register based studies is challenging. However, such concern was partly alleviated by our sensitivity analyses in which introduction of an alternative definition for "history of other psychiatric disorders" yielded similar results. Fifthly, we had no data on behaviour related factors (such as smoking and alcohol consumption) that may contribute to the observed association as confounders or mediators. As these behavioural factors tend to cluster within families, our sibling analysis should have relieved the concern of residual confounding to some extent. However, further studies with detailed information on lifestyle, especially potential changes in lifestyle after diagnosis of stress related disorders, are warranted to clarify the impact of these factors on the association of interest. Finally, as this study focuses on patients who received a clinical diagnosis of stress related disorders through a hospital visit, its findings might not be directly applicable to people with less severe stress reactions or daily stress.

Comparison with other studies
-----------------------------

Our findings corroborate the results from previous prospective studies suggesting a possible role of stress related disorders in the pathogenesis of cardiovascular disease.[@ref11] [@ref12] [@ref28] [@ref29] [@ref30] [@ref31] [@ref32] [@ref33] [@ref34] [@ref35] However, the main body of the preceding evidence was primarily derived from studies of male samples (veterans or active duty military personnel),[@ref12] [@ref29] [@ref30] [@ref35] focusing almost exclusively on PTSD or self reported symptoms of PTSD.[@ref11] [@ref30] Data on the role of stress related disorders in cardiovascular disease in women were, until now, limited.[@ref31] [@ref32] [@ref33] [@ref34] Although some attempts have been made to control for familial factors and co-occurring psychiatric disorders,[@ref12] [@ref33] or to study other stress related disorders (for example, adjustment disorder),[@ref34] no previous initiative has considered all these concerns in the same study. Also, the modest sample sizes of many previous studies often precluded analyses of different subtypes of cardiovascular disease. As a result, our study is the first to show a robust association between stress related disorders, including but not limited to PTSD, and multiple types of cardiovascular disease among both men and women, independent of familial factors and psychiatric comorbidities. Our findings indicate that the risk elevation generally exists for all studied cardiovascular diseases, with the strongest associations observed for the major categories of heart failure (within one year after the diagnosis of any stress related disorder) and emboli/thrombosis (beyond one year). These findings gain support from previous studies on 49 000 US female nurses, showing a higher hazard ratio for venous thromboembolism by burden of PTSD symptoms compared with other cardiovascular disease outcomes, including myocardial infarction or stroke.[@ref32] [@ref33] Similarly, one longitudinal study indicated a positive association between PTSD and incident heart failure among veterans, although no risk estimate was provided for the first year after PTSD specifically.[@ref36]

Clinical observations suggest that experiencing severe emotional or physical stress may trigger immediate cardiovascular consequences, such as heart attack and sudden cardiac arrest, even in apparently healthy people.[@ref37] [@ref38] Our results consolidate these reported associations by showing that a clinically confirmed stress related disorder (requiring a preceding occurrence of a trauma or significant life stressor) is also associated with these acute cardiovascular events.

Meaning of study
----------------

Although the crucial underlying mechanisms remain unclear, many potential mechanisms have been proposed to explain the association between stress related disorders, particularly PTSD, and cardiovascular disease. The physiological effects of an acute stressor can directly affect the cardiovascular system (for example, increased arterial blood pressure), which consequently forms favourable conditions for the onset of acute cardiovascular events,[@ref39] [@ref40] as well as the further development of hypertension, endothelial dysfunction, and arteriosclerosis.[@ref41] In addition, the long lasting effect of severe stress reactions on cardiovascular risk is also plausible through prolonged biological disturbances (for example, inflammation, autonomic dysfunction, dysregulation of hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, and abnormal neurochemistry)[@ref42] [@ref43] [@ref44] and behaviour related changes (for example, smoking and sleep disturbance).[@ref33] A recent study in 4178 US veterans (aged 30-70 years) indicates that the association between PTSD and incident cardiovascular disease may be mediated by behavioural factors, metabolic conditions, and mental disorders.[@ref45] As our analyses showed that patients with stress related disorders other than PTSD were also at a considerably excess risk of adverse cardiovascular outcomes, further studies with a broader research scope are warranted to explore the underlying mechanisms between the various subtypes of stress related disorders and the development of cardiovascular disease.

One challenge related to this topic of study is how to assess the immediate effect of stress related disorders on cardiovascular disease. The main concerns include the risk of reverse causality (that is, cardiac symptoms emerge first and contribute to the diagnosis of stress related disorders) and surveillance bias (that is, patients with stress related disorders have more healthcare visits than others, leading to a higher likelihood of receiving a diagnosis of cardiovascular disease). In this study, despite the possibility that we might have missed the greatest risk increase (and some acute fatal outcomes) by following patients from their date of diagnosis of stress related disorders, instead of the date when they were exposed to the actual stressor or trauma, the time dependent hazard ratio for cardiovascular disease indicates that the first year, especially the first six months, after clinical diagnosis of stress related disorders entails the highest excess cardiovascular risk among the affected patients. This may be interpreted as a mixed consequence of the abovementioned factors and a real immediate effect of the stress reactions to trauma on cardiovascular disease. However, the additional analyses on acute and severe cardiovascular events (that is, cardiac arrest, acute myocardial infarction, and acute cerebrovascular disease) that typically result in prompt hospital visit and medical care provide further evidence supporting an immediate effect of stress related disorders on cardiovascular disease, as such analyses are less likely to be affected by surveillance bias or reverse causality. These sudden cardiovascular events carry a high risk of a fatal outcome,[@ref46] so increased clinical awareness of these risks among patients with recently diagnosed stress related disorders deserves further attention.

Conclusions
-----------

This population based, sibling controlled analysis showed a clear association between clinically confirmed stress related disorders and a higher subsequent risk of cardiovascular disease, particularly during the months after diagnosis of a stress related disorder, in the Swedish population. This association applies equally to men and women and is independent of familial factors, history of somatic/psychiatric diseases, and psychiatric comorbidities. These findings call for enhanced clinical awareness and, if verified, monitoring or early intervention among patients with recently diagnosed stress related disorders.

### What is already known on this topic

1.  Accumulating evidence suggests a role of severe stress reactions to significant life events or trauma in cardiovascular disease

2.  Most evidence comes from studies of male samples (veterans or active duty military personnel) focusing on post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or self reported PTSD symptoms

3.  The modest sample sizes of previous studies mean that limited data exist on potential differences in immediate and long term effects of stress reactions on multiple types of cardiovascular disease

### What this study adds

1.  Severe stress reactions to significant life events or trauma are associated with considerably elevated risk of multiple types of cardiovascular disease

2.  This is especially the case during the first year after the diagnosis of a stress related disorder

3.  The association between stress related disorders and cardiovascular disease seems particularly strong in cases of early onset diseases (occurring before the age of 50)
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